
The 2017 Bethesda to Baviaans and Back ‘All Smiles’ Ride

Sunday 23 April – Saturday 29 April 2017

The very first Karoo Sidecar Trip in September 2012 was called the Cradock to Cradock All Sexes ride.
This was as a result of the wonderful people of Nampharm (today known as Manpharm) in Namibia (a
country I call Manibia) refusing to let yours truly and another girl rider join their little ride. My South
African real man husband who is not threatened by some girls riding with him and a few other real
men, invited the girls on their first Karoo Sidecar jaunt and called it the All Sexes Ride – heheee. The
sad irony is that I never got to ride that All Sexes Ride in the end.

On our Sidecar Africa Karoo Trips we don’t  count lady riders and monkeys and back up drivers (oh my
there’s a shocker for the Manibians - we often have a female back up driver and she even manages to
tow a trailer for more than a thousand kilometres!)  One can really tell  that I  am over the whole
Manibian thing hey!!

Jokes aside, let’s get on with our most splendid and wonderful ride of 2017 – henceforth known as
The All Smiles Ride because that is truly what it turned out to be. We don’t care if it is a boy smile or a
girl  smile,  we just  care  very much that  everyone was
smiling!

A few riders rode the Farmer’s Rally in Nieu-Bethesda
and surrounds as an Entree to the Main Course on the
Friday and Saturday before our Karoo Ride started.

Good fun was had by the sidecars on the Farmer’s Rally.
Karoo farmers’ hospitality is legendary.



Saturday  evening  we  waved  our  Farmer  Friends
goodbye and headed off to the Ramstal where we were
meeting  up  with  the  balance  of  the  sidecar  riders
joining the 2017 Bethesda to Baviaans and Back ride. It
is always with such anticipation that I look forward to
seeing everyone and getting ready to leave.

On  Sunday  morning  we  started  our  ride  with  our
traditional  breakfast  at  the  Karoo  Lamb.  Everybody
arrived  bright  eyed  and  bushy  tailed  (unlike  the
previous morning when some of us overslept!)

As we rode out on the road past Ganora and on past the
beautiful  scenery  of  the  Sneeuberg  Mountains  with
Compass  Berg

watching us, I thought that this is my best church in the whole
wide world – the big blue skies of the magnificent Great Karoo!

We rode on to Cradock via the Wapadsberg Pass. In Cradock we
had  one  of  our  very  few  trip  hiccoughs  when  a  rider  went
missing for a while!! Luckily nothing much fazes this rider and he
happily  rode on to Somerset  East solo while  we stuck  to the
original route and rode the Swaershoek Pass. What a glorious
treat  to  ride.  It  is  an  easy  well  maintained  pass  that  climbs
enthusiastically and leaves one with a breath taking view from
the top where Eben and Gideon have a coffee spot – I kid you
not, look at the pic.

It is while we are waiting and bunching up – a thing
we do quite a bit of especially in the beginning when
we find a riding rhythm, that Fanie amuses me with a
new term. This is something that his children say he
does  to  everything  –  he  ‘verFanies’  it.  There  is  no
suitable translation but in essence it means that he
alters it in such a way that it is unique to him and no
longer looks like the standard. And for the rest of the
1000  and  something  kilometres  we  rode  I  would
think of  this  when I  saw Fanie and Froukje coming

along and his sidecar with its unique arrangement and set up of spare wheel, crate and head light
mounted in the center of the sidecar nose!

In Somerset East we all regroup, lost rider and all  and off we set in the direction of the Zuurberg
Mountains. The road is easy to ride and in the distance we see the mountains growing larger and
larger. I  have never approached this mountain range from this angle. It  is  interesting and strange.



Unlike  normal  mountains  that  seem  to  have  a  top  and
bottom,  these look like they had been put down on their
side and were never righted properly. I  constantly felt like
tilting  my head  at  the  appropriate  angle  when looking  at
them.

Before long we are rerouted onto a detour and we trundle
along. Eventually we encounter some serious road works. At
our lunch stop a little while ago one of the riders mentioned

a new airport being built for a whole bunch of Randelas
outside Somerste  East.  Should you be interested,  it  is
one of those stories that make me wonder in what SA I
live? One article dated Feb 2016 quotes an amount of
R53 million. All the other articles related to this quote an
amount of R413 Million? Completion is set for Dec 2017.
In the articles they mention the upgrade of roads in the
area as a big part and off shoot of this airport.

All  I  can  say  without  a  doubt,  we drove  on  the  road
works and after some intense helmet time I am no closer to understanding why so much money is
being spent in that neck of the woods? Any ideas? Maybe there is another Nkandla we do not know
of? Very very fishy. Maybe the Guptas own a farm nearby – but they don’t spend in SA, they just steal?
I remain baffled…….

It is probably very apt to point out that our overnight stop on the first night of our Karoo trip is Ann’s
Villa. This little place is one of the oldest country coaching Inns in the Eastern Cape. It started its life as
a Blacksmith in 1855 fixing the wheels and wagons and all things needing fixing after 38 bone jarring
kilometres over the Zuurberg Pass. As these wagons and wheels and oxen and horses came with some
people, they had to be accommodated and before you could wipe the dust from your eyes, the inn
had started operating in 1864. This little inn was on the major route from Port Elizabeth to the interior
and in 1869, when diamonds were discovered in Kimberley, it was on the main route to Kimberley.



I  could not help myself  from wondering
that  night  when we went to sleep how
many adventurous souls had slept there
with  high  hopes  and  aspirations?  That
night I kept an ear open for some ghosts
who would share their secrets with me,
but  only  heard  my  sidecar  buddies
snoring away down the passage.

On day 2 we were leaving at the crack of dawn to make our breakfast date at the Zuurberg Inn. So
many times in my life the following has been borne out. Some misguided helpful soul tells you that a
road  has  been  badly  washed  away  and  that  you  and  your  sidecar  have  little  chance  of  getting
through / up / past / down whatever……..

I have personally ridden this pass twice. Both times
in the opposite direction. We leave at 7 on the dot
and it  had rained in the night with some of that
rain still lingering. It is a beautiful morning and as
we  do  the  first  and  gentle  ascent  we  get  high
enough to see a blazing sunbow. This is a word I
concocted  to  describe  the  sun  breaking  through
clouds and rays raining down on the plain below. It
is beyond beautiful with golden light showering our
world.

We ride back into some drizzle and mist and cloud
and the whole pass is just one long sidecar joy. It is

exactly 26 kms from Ann’s to the Zuurberg Hotel and it takes us an hour and a little bit to get there.
There  are  no  washed  away  yawning  abysses  and
cavities or boulders the size of houses filling the road.
Nothing  but  beauty,  what  can  I  say?  Again,  other
people’s  perception  of  us  and  our  sidecars’
capabilities can seldom be reconciled with the reality
of what we are capable of? In fact, personally it is my
opinion that the pass could possibly even be in better
shape than the previous time we rode it 2 years ago?

Can you believe with the good riding on the Zuurberg
Pass  and  enjoying  a  hearty  buffet  breakfast  at
Zuurberg  Hotel,  we  still  end  up  ahead  of  our
schedule.  And  for  the  first  time  ever  ever  on  any
Karoo  trip  our  intrepid  leader  and  front  rider  and
organiser  leads  us  to  a  cup  of  coffee  and  some



shopping in Uitenhage.  Unbelievable – unprecidented. Riding
out  of  Uitenhage  we  turn  off  onto  a  dirt  road  heading  to
Patensie and past the turn off to the great Grootrivierpoort
Road sitting under Cock’s Comb Mountain’s watchful gaze.  On
a previous trip we had ridden this road and again we were told
that road was ‘moer toe’ and could not even be ridden with a
‘bakkie!’ Of course we did it and you can read all about it in a
previous trip report.

This trip our gentle countryside jaunt takes us over hills and
dales and we end up just outside Patensie. We had even been
treated to some rain riding! We spend a grand old afternoon
shooting the breeze in
the  bar  and  after  an
early  supper  we  all

have a real good night’s rest at The Ripple Hill Hotel.

The next day we be riding into the great Baviaanskloof and
Nerine (she who can drive back-up and tow trailers and horse
boxes) rides with me! 

This  makes  my  heart  sing.  Having  a  trusted  monkey  is  a
wonderful thing.

I am a poet and I knoet!

We ride up up up and down down down and on and on and
on. The road on the Patensie side of the Baviaans up to the
sheep  cable  car  is  in  excellent  condition.  It  is  a  beautiful
morning and the views are magnificent. 

We take a look at the contraption one very inventive farmer built to take his sheep across from one
mountain to the other. What an incredible way to be shepherded to greener pastures.

After this sightseeing diversion we gear up for a
mammoth downhill ride into the Western side of
the  Baviaanskloof.  The  long  exposed  incline  has
been  cemented  into  2  continuous  tracks.  I  was
eternally grateful for the company of my monkey
and we had a splendid ride. 

The water in Smitskraal was not as high as it has
been during previous crossings but it  still  turned
out  to  be  lots  of  fun  riding  through.  And  I

rewarded my monkey by getting her properly wet – sorry Nerine!! Not even going through Smitskraal



–  sommer  in  some little  stream crossing  that
turned  out  to  be  somewhat  deeper  than  it
looked.

At  the  time  we  rode  through  the  Baviaans  a
little YouTube clip had been circulating showing
a buffalo running towards a motorbike rider in
the Baviaans. As we go over a cattle grid a big
shape to the left catches my eye and I turn in
the riding to look. At first it looks like a cow and
then suddenly that You  Tube clip looms huge in
my mind as I  see that  it  is  indeed one lonely
buffalo standing there and no cow!! I am sure
my Narki also saw the buffalo because I promise
we went faster without any input from me. We
high tailed it through there. Ryno had also seen
it  and  was  waiting  for  us  to  see  we made it

through.

The Western side of the Baviaans on the other side of Smitskraal is tragically dry. Very very dusty and
the road is nowhere near the same condition as the Patensie side.

That night we sleep over at Oom Boet and Tannie Henriette’s Makkedaat Caves. Supper was a proper
Karoo affair with Kudu Pie and ‘gestoofde perskes’ or braised peaches amongst the goodies. Really
liked the peaches with Tannie Henriette explaining to
me in detail how to prepare it.

Take a packet of dried peaches and soak in water for
about an hour. Drain and cover with clean water and
bring  to  the  boil.  Add  a  bit  of  sugar  and  about  a
tablespoon of maizena. Cook until peaches are soft. It
reminded me that I should add some dried fruit to the
lamb stews and curries this winter. 

Wednesday  morning  greets  us  with  a  hearty
breakfast in the shed. It is nice and chilly as we ride
out  and I  enjoy  the changing  shifting landscape  so
much. Moving through it  is really like meditation for me - I often think of riding as meditation in
motion. We ride with the sun on our backs and it is just perfect. On this road we encounter a farmer in
his bakkie with 3 little Jack Russels next to him on the front seat – it is surrealistic with the farmer and
these little dog faces looking out at the world through the windscreen in the early sunlight at the
perfect angle! An image that will stay with me – pure joy.



We go through the Baviaanssleutel or Baviaans Key – and then
the landscape changes and we ride on to De Rust for morning
tea. For many of us it is also a little catch up and arrange our
lives stop as it is the first time in 24 hours we have signal again.

Leaving De Rust we turn onto the De Oude Muragie road in the
direction of the Cango Caves. Wow what a fabulous road we get
to ride. The hills roll on and the turns are glorious. We turn in
the direction of Calitzdorp and the Swartberg Mountains and
drive along one of my favourite roads in the world –  along the
Swartberg Private Nature Reserve. There is a house there that I
would just love love love to live in.

We have a padkos piekniek at the roadside in this magnificent part of the world. The drizzly weather
eventually makes us pack up and get ride ready. At the Kruisrivier T-junction we turn left for a change.

Have always turned right in the past but what a
revelation!  We head into  a  wonder  world  of
red hills and incredible stone formations. I even
see an incredible hole in a hill – can that be?
No one else saw this which makes me wonder
but I am still convinced I saw a hole in the hill,
not a mole hill but a hole hill!

There are some jaw impressive homesteads on
this road, all in all a very enjoyable ride. We get

to the tar road and turn right towards Calitzdorp. In Calitzdorp we fuel up and ride on as we are
heading for the Rooiberg Lodge. To get there we have to ride over the Rooiberg Pass.

This is such a treat! Previously the significant other and I
with our little monkeys had ridden this pass on one of
our original Great Cape Road trips. That particular day it
was about 39 degrees in the shade, we took the wrong
road because we did not pay attention and we were less
than impressed with each other – more irritating than
significant. This resulted in me remembering this pass so
much less than it is. Loved every minute of it this time. It
is just such a modest little pass but such joy to ride and
the views both ways are impressive. The descent into the
valley on the other side is a joy to ride and we even had
a moment where I thought we might have gone into a
tight turn a little too fast but hey we can’t play it safe all
the time. At least we left no plant material in our wake!



And  then  it  is  time  to  turn  off  to  the
Rooiberg  Lodge.  Now  often  the  term
Lodge  is  bandied about  quite  loosely  so
over time I have learnt to tone down the
expectations  a  little.  And  this  is  in  the
middle of really deep nowhere, so you can
imagine the delight when we arrive and it
is  just  a  divinely  green  oasis.  What  a
blissful place to take your helmet off and
put your dusty boots up. We do just that and my monkey and I make absolutely no work of the first
bottle of bubbly.

To crown it all for me, a Karoo thunder storm lingers around and eventually starts raining very softly. In
the distance we are treated to some very beautiful lightning. Supper is a very joyous occasion as we all
celebrate with Grant and Nerine. Grant had some very good news earlier in the day and he is now
officially Grant the Cancer Slayer. This team did some heavy big dragon slaying the past year so it was
very special to share this wonderful news with them. Go team Pitt go!!!!

In fact we kuiered so lekker that Marty even came
up  with  a  clever  little  quip  about  a  female  bar
tender  being  a  ‘bar’moeder’  –  that  made  me
chuckle in my bubbly.

Thursday morning dawns just glo-ri-ous!!! No dust
and  stunning  –  imagine  trumpets  playing  on  a
huge scale – that is what it felt and looked like. We
enjoy scrumptious omelettes. With breakfast done
and dusted, we are on our steeds heading into the
surrounding hills.  Today we get to ride a Kaapse
Draai through Vanwyksdorp.

Ever since seeing Vanwyksdorp from a distance on that same trip when we rode Rooiberg in less than
perfect conditions, I have had a bee in my bonnet about seeing Vanwyksdorp up close and personal. It
is a strange place and we drive through and take some pics in front of the imposing church. We see
the little school which is really pretty and that is that. Pretty from far.

We are now riding towards the great Outeniqua Mountains. Today we are looking to see the Attaquas
Pass and give it a go. We ride on through some rural farming world that is inspiring. It is at the sign
that reads Bonniedale Farm that we turn in to take the old Wagon Route that will lead us to the
Attaquas Pass.

This is the run up to the pass but it still gives us a lekker run for our money and we ride some grand up
hills with one particular downhill that caught all of us a little unawares leaving you feeling that for just
a moment in time you could be taking off like a bird. It leaves your soul airborne for a while.



Team  Pumba  ends  up  on  the  trailer  with  a  minor
mechanical  issue that  is  so  short  lived the rest  of  us
snoozed and lunched our  way through it.  In  no time
whatsoever the problem had been solved and we could
turn our attention to the Attaquas Pass. 

The idea was to ride this Pass. However Cape Nature
Reserve had other ideas about this. Our organiser and
front rider had gone to the Bonniedale farmhouse to
pay and get our permits for this route, just to be told
that CNR had closed the pass 2 days before. And just
like that the decision was made for us and I cannot tell
you what the Attaquas Pass is like (or not!). The Attaquas Pass, about 6 kilometres west of present day
Robinson Pass was the earliest recorded route linking the coastal strip with the Klein Karoo across the

Outeniqua  Mountains.  The  Attaquas  Pass  was
declared  a  national  monument  in  1993  and today
only  used  by  4  x  4  enthusiasts,  hikers  and  crazy
sidecar riders (or not depending on Cape Nature).

We finally  popped out  onto the N9 at  a  tiny little
school that Grant had attended as a young boy. 

I  cannot  remember  ever  crossing  the  Outeniqua
Mountains  via  the  Robinson Pass  and really  really
enjoyed the ride. My monkey was still there and we
had  a  grand  last  ride  to  La  Plume,  our
accommodation for the night. So although it wasn’t

via the Attaquas, we did ride in and cross the grand Outeniqua range.

Our overnight stay for the night is at La Plume, a Boutique Guest House on a working ostrich farm.
This was to be our ‘smart and fancy’ accommodation for this trip. As a little joke Ryno, our front rider
and organiser decided to tell everyone that we weren’t too sure about our ‘digs’ for the night  and that
we may have to put together our last picnic food for
supper – we’ll have to wait and see. 

Oh my goodness – speaking to Bartel, the owner of
La Plume the next morning it  turns out they had
just been given a 5 Star Superior rating the week
before!  You  can  just  imagine  how pampered our
stay  at  La  Plume was.  It  was  such  a  treat  to  be
spoiled  in  the  company  of  friends  and  riding
buddies.  If  you are  ever  near  Oudtshoorn,  try  La
Plume, it is an unforgettable experience. 



On Friday morning we are treated to a delicious buffet
breakfast  with perfectly  poached eggs and all  kinds of
treats.

We have a rider shift! I am left monkeyless as my monkey
is  back on back-up duty and Grant  who has  been the
ever  patient  back-up  driver  till  now  is  getting  on
Monday’s  seat  and  our  front  rider  is  becoming  front
monkey!

Oudtshoorn  is  a  quick  fuel  stop  and  then  on  past
Dysselsdorp and on past Kapteinskloof and on and on till
we get to the T-junction near Herold. This time we don’t
turn right towards Herold and the Montagu Pass, no this

trip we turn left in the direction of Uniondale. We do a little stint on the tar road and then we turn left
onto the Daskop Road and once again it is just pure
bliss.  Personally  I  absolutely  loved riding  this  road.
Interesting with lots of things to see along the way –
the Kamanassie is just beautiful.

During a bit of a bunch up snack time something to
drink stop we have a whole troop of ostriches as an
audience. Not sure who was more fascinated – them
or us?

In Uniondale we stop for fuel and in our attempt to
spot the ‘spook’ of Uniondale we even have tea and
koek.  I have to report this particular ghost has never
been spotted by me. Can you imagine my face if  I
should look down into the sidecar and there she sits!!!

The last stretch from Uniondale to Willowmore is easy and in no time we stop at the The Willow Guest
House. Lovely old Victorian double storey house
with cottages in the garden and across the road.
We all have a drink in the green garden before
supper and then we sit down to some very tasty
cooking.

Saturday morning and it is our very last day, very
last breakfast for this trip and last shake yourself
into dusty riding gear for the trip. We all enjoy a
hearty  breakfast  and as  we are  about  to start
kitting  up  Mark  finds  a  huge  spider  –  a  real
meneer, when he wants to pull on a glove!! After



this we are all goggle eyed and we take great care to make sure there are no visitors in our helmets,
jackets or gloves. Just the thought of it still gives me the heebie-jeebies. 

After we have all checked and double checked all our gear, we finally get going. Of course the smallest
itch or tickle makes me want to do an emergency stop and rip off helmet, jacket, gloves – in fact all of
it!

Finally I get my little mind into gear and concentrate
on  riding.  The  route  is  very  scenic.  Just  outside
Willowmore  we  turn  onto  the  concrete  road  to
Steytlerville for literally only a few kilometres before
we turn left onto a dirt road. This road is fun to ride
– road surface as well as scenery just combine to
add up to very very good riding. 

In  no  time  we  stop  for  our  last  group  photie  in
Klipplaat at the big old locomotive. In Jansenville we
fill up on fuel and off we ride to the padstal not too
far out of the dorp on the Graaff Reinet road. We

have assorted pies for lunch – curry lamb, kudu, beef – an interesting variety. All home made in the
vast Karoo of course!

Staying awake becomes a challenge, my tummy is full and all I
want to do is curl up and go to sleep and everywhere I  look
there are lots of sheep that present themselves for counting!
Anyway  no  can  do,  we  ride  on  through  Graaff  Reinet  and
beyond back to Bethesda!

Saturday  afternoon  we  ride  into  Nieu  Bethesda  happy  and
triumphant as all who rode out last Sunday morning ride back
and I kid you not – we were all still smiling. What a splendid trip
we rode!! Most of us are already counting sleeps to the next
Karoo Ride…..and some of us are busy counting sheeps!!

Written by: Alpha Greeff

Check out the video of our All Smiles Bethesda to Baviaans and
Back 2017 Karoo Ride at ……https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=1FXaUBjBEFg 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1FXaUBjBEFg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1FXaUBjBEFg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1FXaUBjBEFg

